seeding

Auto Seeder Granuplate
“Seeding pelleted seeds”

Visser now has the perfect solution for salad growers
who want to produce their own young plants. The Auto
Seeder Granuplate is very easy to use, can do easily different
sizes of pelleted seeds and also has the ability to seed
multi colour salad in 1 step. Even though with a job
like this daily production is small, this Auto Seeder
Granuplate helps to save time and make the process more
efficient.
The seeder can be used as a stand-alone module or can also be
used connected to a line with a tray filler and a covering unit.
For bigger capacities, multiple seeding heads can be used on
the same frame.

“

Suitable for round an pelleted seeds !

”

Auto Seeder Granuplate
Seeding pelleted seeds

Features
■■
■■
■■
■■
■■
■■
■■

Suitable for seeding 1-4 seeds per cell
Vibrator mounted in the seeding head for optimum seeding result
Second seeder at the bottom of the tube divider to avoid seeds bouncing out of the tray
Capacity with 1 head seeder and 28 cell tray is 200 trays per hour
Capacity with 3 head seeder and 72 cell tray is 400 trays per hour
Maximum exits for running short side leading is 24
Maximum exits for running long side leading is 36

Options
■■

Tube divider for different tray size

■■

Extra seeding plates for different kind of seed

■■

Dibbling unit to make small seeding holes in the tray
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